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Another
Simpkins
center
named
By Larry Hernandez
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Phyllis Simpkins, one of SJSU’s most generous alumna, was honored Thursday when the
CSU Board of Trustees voted to change the
name of the International Center to the Phyllis
Forward Simpkins International House.
"It was Mr. Simpkins’ wish to have it named
after his wife who has worked so hard to establish the center," said Janet Redding, San Jose
State University’s vice president of university
advancement.
The house, valued at $1.7 million and located at 360 S. 11th St., was donated to the university by the Simpkins earlier this month.
"The house is
operated as a
goodwill gesture, "It was Mr.
so that students
will learn how to Simpkins’ wish
live
together,"
to have it
Redding said.
"Fhe center, the named after
only one of its
kind
in
the his wife
California State
University system,
provides numerous services to for- hard to
eign students. It establish the
helps them acclimate to life in the center."
United
States,
reaches
them
where to get
Janet Redding,
things done, how
SJSU V.P. of Univ.
«t meet people
Advancement
and how to adjust
to a new roommate. ’Fite center also provides cultural activities
and trains staff to work with the students.
"It is rewarding to see students from other
countries getting along so well, learning each
others’ customs, enjoying themselves, going
places and doing things together," Mrs.
Simpkins said in a press release.
Mrs. Simpkins and her husband, Alan
Simpkins, have a long history of philanthropy
toward their alma mater. Their gift of the
International Center is only one example of their
reciprocity toward SJSU. The couple is responsible for the Simpkins’ Stadium Center. the first
building at SJSU funded entirely by private
donations, including their $1.5 million leader-

who
has worked so

Father Dave Mercer (center) joyfully watches as the Christian Unity service gets started
at the campus chapel Thursday. The unity service brought together members from the

PHOTO BY BRANDON GARCIA Spartan Daily
Catholic Campus Ministry, United Campus Christian Ministry, the Episcopal Canterbury
Community, and St. Paul’s United Methodist Church.

Christians gather in unity
Different
denominations
join together for
Christian

By Kimberly Lamke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Members of the Catholic Campus
Ministry, United Campus Christian
Fellowship, St. Paul’s United Methodist
Church and the Episcopal Canterbury
Community worshipped together for the first
Unity Week time in the Spartan Memorial on Thursday to

celebrate the common bond between their
denominations.
’Die four Christian groups held the prayer
service in honor of ( hristian Unity Week
between Jan. 20 and 24. the worldwide
observation commemorates the 111111y that all
Christian denominations share. Cnity Week
has been observed hut Inure than 25 stars
Arid was created to mend %trained relationships

See related story page 6
that have existed between different denominations. said the Rev. Canon Douglas Williams
of the lpisjiil ( :anterbur)’ ( :ommun ity.
"Oiii service today is not a c lilting of the
wagons hut ( lulu tan denominations designed
to ex, hide non believers but rather us fac ing
our own slid illness ii, campus and how we
See Unity, page 6

Nurses get new help from Nightingale
By Catherine Spencer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SjStrs school of nursing was 011r of Om
few bombed department selected for an
opportunity to sample the Nightingale
Tracker, a new software application designed
to aid nurses.
The school was chosen because it continually offer% nursing students learning experiences in the community through its nurse managed care centers, said Sylvia
I lutchinson, SJSI public affairs officer.
During a semester-long research project,
10 volunteer nursing students who are participating in the study will test the software
in nurse-managed care settings.
The Nightingale Tracker was scheduled

to be unveiled Thurstity in a training senUliar where nursing students will get their first
chance to experiment with the latest in
technology.
"I ant looking forward to the study
because I am Almost computer illiterate Old
thought it might give me a great chance to
learn more about using computers," said
nursing multi Anna Si lii amt.
1 he Nightingale 1 racket is accessed
through a Sony Magic Communicator, a
small, hand-held computer which projects
on -screen accessories like tt telephone, roldex
and a web access icon.
By simply touching the sc reen, students
can conammicate with their instructors any
time, any place through c -mail, fax or voice

and the 10
ettIll’t he everywhere .11
once, the Nightingale 1 tar ker helps inc
and manual!’ ’111111111MM 1011 with StIltle01,
"It will unchoilitedl% enhance the
of 1.0 Isits 111,
Is 1tt sale le supervise several
111111, Ills %SIM .1Ie It,, .1It ti III multiple set
wigs, ( in mitt Mule ii,, l.11tt
I la Night triple I 1010 I
11111V drawback
riii’s workloads
is that it will iii, tricse
with more messages. but student assignments
will Ise turned in quicker. Corney-Moreno
said.
( :curcindv a majority of the 01101111g t Ilt
Ittetell t Ate
Mullin] is 101 iusetl 011

I his sotivvaie virtually walks xi tub iiis
th rough asses% me s and allows c hatted
ItIttallhill1/11 lit Ile sent back to the ti011tIt’S

’it ci rice Inuit, ally while the !WOW Is
hi it1,1
" lint sviuii his lii .1,1mA rut
norm,- the was wi

still 111

i,ucIinoising.- said Mars-

11111,114’ ItIttlt V.01 and
campus coiodinator of the prole, t
With this handy device, StIllic1111 110
longer have r Ittlyel Mlle% to pick up Of hand
in assignments. she added.
I he computer. which looks like a persone.011e transported wheral orgamier,
ever the student gi is
Si tic C Si udents are in a variety of locations
h)

(

Providing
an archive
By Cindy Milian
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
literary Willow Glen residents have
reason to rejoice.
One more bookstore made its debut
on Lincoln Avenue amid Ilicklebee’s,
Lincoln Avenue Books and Willow (den
Books.
Retired SJSU Professor Lawrence
Pugno opened Stage Stop Books in mid
November. Located at 1261 I en, 01 ii
Ave., Suite 104, the store specialties in
rare, out -of-print hooks and new books
about California and the West.
With the help of a database called
PHOTO. By Am CRASS Spartan Daily Interim. Pugno locates thousands of
titles for interested customers who want
Retired SJSU professor Lawrence Pugno has opened Stage
Stop Books, a store specializing in rare, out-of-print books.

See Pugno, page 6

See Simpkins, page 6
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Cultural pride
Appret iatiti ii!
tlitersit comes from
valuing personal
heritage
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Muslims
encouraged
to keep faith
By Deanna Zemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The San Jose State University Muslim
Student Association had Ifisham Abdullah
speak at the Almaden Room in the Student
Union Thursday night to celebrate the last 10
days of Ramadan.
’ate last 10 days of Ramadan symbolize the
end of 29 days of fasting in which Muslims
refrain from eating, drinking and sexual activity from dusk until dawn. The last 10 days of
Ramadan are a time of spiritual power as
Muslims try to conic closer to God through
devotions and good deeds. This is also a time to
contribute to charity and some Muslims go on
a pilgrimage to Mecca, Saudi Arabia.
Abdullah came to speak to encourage
Muslim students to continue with their
Muslim practices and beliefs. Originally from
Egypt. Abdullah has a Ph.D. in clinical pharmacology and is working on a master’s degree
in organizational management. He tame to the
United States not only to study, but to be
involved in the Muslim community. tie is
actively involved in giving speeches throughout
the Bay Area.
According to MSA member, Mohammad
Islam, "Ramadan brings spiritual uplift. We
pray to bring our spirituality closer to our
leader, Allah. Fasting lets us understand the
feelings of the needy and gives us a sense of
direction. ’Ile last ten days are more important.

See Ramadan, page 6
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Problem of insufficient textbooks could be avoided
Jose State University is failing its stuSan
dents by not having textbooks available
tor some classes.
Imagine receiving
homework assignment and not bring able to finish it, not
because you didn’t want to but because you
couldn’t buy the book. ’I hits problem faces
students as the semester begins.
It seems inexcusable that a major univertogether and have adesity can’t get its
quate supply for the demand.
( LISS ldledUllet, are published well in
A

act

advance of the start of the semester, which
could give some indication as to what books
might need to be ordered.
Thc blame doesn’t fall completely on the
hook store but on administrators and teachers as well.
In an article in the Spartan Daily, Steve
Johnson, associate director of textbooks at
the Spartan Bookstore, said part of the problem is part-time instructors aren’t given
enough notice as to what courses they will be
teaching. Their lack of notice places a bur-

Editorial
den on the Bookstore, which receives the
order late. This problem is the fault of the
University, which should be able to notify
pan-time instructors earlier.
The other portion of the blame should be
shouldered by the full-time faculty who
either turn in their book requests late or fail
to order enough books for the students in

their classes.
It’s a shame that students can’t treat late
book requests the same way professors treat
late homework assignments. Instructors who
have taught a class for a while should be able
to judge and estimate the number of textbooks they will need for their course.
Instructors should also use some common
sense when ordering books for their classes.
There is no need to require students to buy
books, which are either outdated or will
rarely be used in their class. This could

Children need
a strong sense
of cultural pride

decrease the amount of books ordered and
increase the efficiency of the Bookstore in
supplying the books.
Insufficient supply of textbooks should
not be a big problem in a major university.
There will understandably be a certain
amount of bureaucracy and some things will
fall through the cracks, but this should be an
anomaly, a freak occurrence, not a widespread problem.

Taking small
steps to attain
difficult goals

VIA HOT r..701116
TO GET IT
fCAJ

has been exactly four days, eight hours and 37 min/1iiies since I quit smoking pot.Yeah, yeah. Big deal,

/magine a classroom itt which the students arc predominately Npanish, some white, some Asian and a
few of mixed heritage. Everything in the classroom is
in English and Spanish: the calendars, the alphabets,
books and so forth.
’Elie first part of the class is focused on learning the
fundamentals of English and the second half of the class
is completely devoted to Spanish-speaking concepts.
diverse group of students, but
Now imagine the
this time, omit all the Spanish books, alphabets and calendars. Out of these two very
different educational forms,
which would benefit the growing ethnic cultures in today’s
society?
"Young
In the article,
Children," Carol Brunson
Phillips writes that neither culture nor difkrences is the
problem; it is how people
WRITER’S FORUM
respond to the changing culBy Midarue
tures that is the problem.
Bala ngue
Phillips emphasizes that
action is needed in order to
care for diversity. A lot of
schools respond to the various cultures in negative and
narrow-minded way. Schools want to conform to one
regardless of whether it benefits the
method of tin
children. Tlict is the harsh reality of today’s educational
systeM.
The fact is TIMM StUdetits in the United States don’t
know how to cope with the growing diverse cultures.
Children are seldom taught to accept and identify with
their own cohort.
When most of IIS were in elementary school, we were
never encouraged to recognize our own individual culmagoipago titres and take pride in it.
The teachers, who were
white, were required to
In order to
force upon us the
"American" culture. And
understand
we, being kids, never quite
realized that we were being
each other,
robbed of our true identities.
we must
We were just Americans
first identify
never Asians, I lispanics,
Americans, African
Native
with ourselves Americans,
Filipinos and
so forth.
and our
In order to understand
culture.
m list first
each other,
identify with ourselves and
our culture. Once we get a
sense of our own identities,
only then Cats we identify
I aking pride and understanding title’s own
With others
self enables its lu have respect for others.
Siliool administrators and tem hers are so busy worrying about budget and salary clits And the multiplying
number of students that they cAn’t take the time to
reassess what they are trying to achieve through their
Mons Somehow, through all the paperwork, the chi1
drill gel lost

whatever.

same

Media lose humanity of story
than

now and then someone
comes along who shows so much
decency that even the most cynical
people have to respect him or her.
This is true for Bill Cosby, the
comedian whose son Ennis was murdered in Southern California.
Since I was in Southern California
during Christmas break, I heard the
press conference given by LAW Police
Chief Willie Williams, during which he
told reporters that Cosby’s first concern
was about how the mother of a girl,
whn was slain in a gang shooting the
same day Ennis was killed, was doing. It
was remarkable that he had enough compassion to give
to others even as he was mourning the death of his snn.
So, flash forward now to Thursday’s paper, and what
do I see is the big story about Cosby? Nothing more
earth-shattering than his announcement that he once
had an affair with a woman 23 years ago! Yep, more
than 8,000 days ago, more than 200,000 hours ago,
Cosby had an affair.
Cosby’s infidelity is all part of a story in which a
young woman, Autumn Jackson, was arrested on
charges of trying to extort $24 million front the comedian by threatening to go public with her claim that she
was his daughter. The woman to whom Cosby admitted having an affair is Jackson’s mother.
Whether he is the girl’s father is not important.
Stories like this used to be the meat and bread of such
Pulitzer Prize-winning supermarket publications such as
the Enquirer, The Globe, and countless others. Each
week someone has had an affair, been kidnapped and
sexually fondled by horny extratertestials. disappeared
down the hatch of a toilet where evil sewer gremlins
lurk or Tupac Shakur is still alive and doing a rock/rap
act with Elvis in Graceland.
Our respectable newspapers are looking more like
tabloid trash. The media are beginning to be more
about entertainment. Editors arc making decisions on
what will get people to drool on the newsprint rather

Ever/

a

uriig,

Melanie lialangue is a .Spartan Daily Staff Writer

what they need to know.
Watching the Cosby murder case
unfold, I found it harder to defend the
media. CNN and Fox News both showed
Ennis’ body laying out on the street during the initial police investigation of his
murder. They know that Americans will
not change the channel if’ there is a genuine dead body on the screen.
I remember several years ago when a
boy fell into the L.A. basin and drowned.
Someone managed to get film of him
going by, screaming and waving his arms,
before vanishing under the water again.
One network showed the tape, and before
long every one of them were doing the same. But, that
wasn’t enough. They had to show it in slow motion so
that everyone could sec that his eyes were filled with
fear, his mouth wide open as he screamed, and his little
hands reaching out for an outstretched hand. None of
the networks thought about the grieving family, they
just thought about how cool it would be to show a little
boy’s last moments before he died horribly.
Once again, with Cosby the media has abandoned
the humanity of the story and chosen to go for sensationalism. Forget about the murdered son, let’s just go
for the sex. If they could, they would find a way to tie
in the affair to the murder of Ennis. What if the
"daughter" hired a hitrnan to kill Ennis in retaliation
for being arrested?
What can you do every time you sec something like
this? Write letters to your local stations and newspapers.
Better yet, call them and give them a piece of your
mind. As a consumer, they have to care about what you
say. They have to assume that there are other people
out there who feel the same way you do and that they
can lose money if they do not listen to your opinions.
As for me. I’ll just continue to change the channel or
turn the page, as I have always done.
Shane Lewis is the Spartan Daily
Entertainment Editor.

Ht5

column appears every Friday.

Well, to me it is a big deal because as Bill Murray
said in the movie, "What About Bob?" it’s all about
baby steps.
But as time plods ever so slowly, I’ve begun to realize some universal truths about pot smokers and their
unique culture. So consider this your guidebook to the
world of pot, and if you can identify with any of this,
well, think baby steps.
First off, the pot friends and
I use the term ’friends’ very
loosely. They are otherwise
woes
Agss
known as the mooches, the
leeches and the hangers-on.
These people will come over
every day, ostensibly to visit
you, but just end up visiting
your weed and your food.
After they leave, you may feel
WRITER’S FORUM
sort of violated, but that feelBy Andrew
ing fades after a day or so, at
II ussey
which time they’ll be back. I
know, it’s a vicious cycle.
Before entering the bathroom, arm yourself with disinfectant because serious stoners clean their bong more
often than their bathroom. And forget about ever finding the toilet paper roll in the dispenser. More often
than not, it will be propped up on the dispenser or on
the back of the toilet. Refilling the dispenser takes all of
10 seconds and is, therefore, too time-consuming.
The couch, otherwise known as "the guest room," is
a beautiful example of communal living. Consider the
change you find between the cushions the onlyicind of
rent you’ll ever see from the couch crashers.
The coffee table, if’ you can’t find it, is more than
likely under that pile of
dirty dishes, beer bottles
and papers in front of the
First off, the
couch. It also doubles as
pot friends
an ottoman and an ashand I use the tray.If durability is a conmake sure the table
term "friends" cern,
isn’t glass. Otherwise,
you’re
inviting
its
very loosely.
destruction. Wood or
They are
metal is the way to go.
And, finally, the
otherwise
kitchen. You won’t find
any dishes in the sink
known as ...
because they are all in the
leeches and
living room, decomposing. The refrigerator is
hangers-on.
usually a barren wasteland devoid of anything
edible unless you like
eating ranch dressing.
Remember the aforementioned leeches? They make
excellent scavengers, and they can and will eat everything you own.
Si) ends your tour of the typical stoner home. If you
happen to walk into a house with these characteristics,
don’t be alarmed; potheads aren’t savages, just misunderstood. Always remember to talk slowly and watch
where you sit. As for me, I’ll be at home cleaning the
coffee table.
Andrew /limey is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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Campus gateways worthy of funding

Readers ore ennoureged to
express (Amway. on the Chiiratin
page with,, letter bi the Editor nr
Campus Viewpoint
A letter to the Kilitor is a Seth
word response to an 1116UP or point
of view that has appeared us tile
Spartan Daily
A Campus Viewpoint in ii 450word essay un current campus,
political or NOCl/LI
Submission. become the property of the Spartan I hilly end may be
edited for clanty, rrammar, libel
and length Subminione mind
contain the author’s name,
addrepe, phone number,
and major.
Submission, ’nay he pot in the
totters to the grider box at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Rentel Hall Room 209, pent by fax
to (4051 944-3237 or mauled to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor.
Scheel of Journalism and Maw
Commune-allure, San Jose State
University,
One
Washington
Square, San JOK., CA 96192 0145
Editorials are written by, and
are the coneensu of, the
!Spartan Deily editors, not the
pialT.
Published opinions and adveruseniente do not necewanly reflect
the views niche Spartan [lady, Oa,
School ill Journalism and Mass
Conimunirationk or t41511

ture

signa-

A

clrIt’d

.11totil

ssholarships and i.ornputer

.111

I read in the
’Tartan Da ily. "Campus
gateways are financially thr
wrong Wily."
I graduated from San lose
State l.niversity in I9S I . I Ilene
.ire a core group of alumni
unteers who consistently sup
port various campus prole, is
I have personally been a part
of the expansion or Spartan
Stadium and also am involved
in the Business ( lassroonis
Building Renovation, two campaigns I’m sure you would
agree benefit students
immensely.
I feel the gateways are just as
meritorious as thOSC campaigns,
except that their purpose is
slightly different.
It is true that the gateways
will be symbolic they are 2
symbol of our commitment to
the city’s vision for the redevelopment of downtown, a commitment we do not take lightly. But more importantly, the
gateways will provide the
eittlittl.11

Letter to the Editor

The gateways
are just as
meritorious
as those
campaigns,
except that
their purpose
is slightly
different.
much-needed formal entrances
Its this campus that have been
lacking for so long.
To say that private money
raised should be directed only

to take a very narrow
view of the university’s misLulls is

si"Campaigns like the gateways and funds for those types
of student needs can and do
happen simultaneously.
(Funding for all of those issues
you mentioned is constantly
being addressed by other fundraising activities and by legislative measures.)
As a member of the
President’s Advisory Board,
part of my duties includes
encouraging the legislature to
increase funding to meet our
campus needs. This frees my
personal dollars so that I can
contribute to the causes that I
feel are worthy ones.
Glenn George
Alumnus
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Rush with Beta
Theta Pi

Beta lima Pi Fraternity will hold a rush event and
movie night today at 5:30p.m. on 282 S. 10th Si
across from the Business Towers. Call 993-6955 fin
more information.

Mu Alpha Gamma holds
Magazine Day meeting

meeting today from 1-2 p.m in the Almadaen Room
in the Student Union. For more information call
956-1412.

today at 11:30 at the barbrque pits. Call tr-i- 2
for morc information.

Free spaghetti lunch from
L.D.S. Student Association

Tailgate basketball team with
Phi Gamma Delta

lit’ I D s’mdcvi .-.ssoi_tation
v.111 holci a tree
k
spaghetti him li today at 12:30p.m. in the San lose
Institute on bit S. ’th Sr. Call 286-3313 for mor
information

Indian Student Association holds
general meeting

Mu Alpha Gall-MI.1 will hold a meeting for
Magazine Day today at 12:30 p.m. at Dwight Bente!
Hall in Rm. 213. Call 9(,6-14015 for more information.

I he Indian Student Association is having a gene! al meeting today at 1:30 p.m in the Pacheco room.

Muslim Student Association has
Jumah meeting

Sigma Theta Psi offers brown
bag lunch

Mt11411111

iijl ii i\i,tiation will hold a Jurnah

Phi air iii a I hit., will have a basketball tailgate
Saturday at 5 p.m. It will be held at the
House.The contact number in 292-5333.

Rush and barbecue with r)etta
Gamma

the Catholic Campus Ministry will hold a
Sunday Mass at 8p.m.at the St.JosephCathedral.Call
938-1(110 for more information.

Hit the slopes with Beta Theta Pi

Delta Gamma will have A rush party hart:it-clue
Saturday from noon to 3p.m. at 360 E. Reed St.
Contact 28"-4289 for more information.

Beta I hela
fraternity will have A snowboarding
trip on Sunday to Bear Valley.Call 993-9655 for
more infmmation.

Compiled by Ronda Studer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Beta I briA PI lr.trcriiiiv will hold a rush CVent on
Saturday at 12p.m. at 282 S. 10th Sr. It will be a
rubgy game tailgate.( ’ontact 993-9655 for 1110re

Cal State officials outline
steps for Camarillo State
Hospital conversion

PHOTO BY DAVID LUCHANSKY

Spartan Daily

Freshman Nick Koske exults after rescuing himself from a capsized sailboat in the SPX pool Thursday after
noon during a beginning sailing class. The one-unit class is taught at Lake Cunningham in San Jose on Thursday
afternoons from 1:30 p.m. to 4:20 p.m. and no experience is necessary other than passing a swimming test and
capsized boat drill. Call instructor Shirley Reekie at 924-3020 for more information.

Virginia’s anthem examined
fella, Martin sail.
I helull. sponsored hi lc, ill1 iii
state ’,en. Stephen I). Newman and
Democratic state 5(11 I. 1 11111,’
lot is. now proceeds iii ht I Iois,. of
Delegates. schi, Ii .11,1 Is I 11l, 1 I d
elIle II/ retire Ii is ig. ii I, did over whelmingly duce \ .111 .11.1.11
A separate hill wotild designate tlie
song -Virginia.- sir inn 11y IA/111111V
star Jimmy I ban and its wile.
Donna, as the ()Ili, tal state song.
( Mv. it-urge Allen has not taken a
position on the bills but fiviiis
non Mat would give Virginia a song
that v. ’iii make them "inspind and
proud." spokeswoman Julie /very
sairl."Virginia operates under a plan.
tat ion mentality,- sod Paul ( ;Wis.
state president III I lie N/16011.11
ASO.. 1311011 fol he AdVanCeIllt 01 of
Colined People
hey have riot yet
felt those people who were out working in the fields sh ould have quail iv."
A black New York minstrel, lames
A. Bland. wrote "( arrs Me Bar k to
Old Virgititrint IS
I Ile song
takes the persper rice of !reed slave
re1111111st ing lomlls ahow a darker ’s"
longing to rut till] to [’LIM it tins
where he Lamm., for old
"
The General Assembly adopicti It
as the State song in 1940 met a slight
"Virgitins
change
in the rule
but it hasn’t been
played at 3 SIAM I mutton for More
than two decades.
The first attempt to repeal the
state song was made in 1970 by then -

state Sell. 1.. Douglas Wilder, a
glAlIdsoll it SLOT, Who Went till 10
1hr 11.111011 s lls( Cll.% It’d ’flak
gma111,11.
WILLI said Tuesday that he sup polls the puiposal to designate the
anthem As 11.1le song ellterli IP, 1110Ve
Intend, if to appease people Will. say
tIii song’s place in State history
shotild be iii-served.
I he inipoitant thing is that this
song not lie re, iigni/ed as the Metal
state song of Virginia," Wilder said.
-It would then take on tla position of
being a reih . and there are any 1111111 her of It iii 11011111r
In pia, it e_ the song is
somethinv., of a !elk .111,111e It is not
taught in the publi, schools and is
tartly sung in 11111 ci.
Richard liradley, an At Inc [tiller
front I lopcwell, said Virginians
sl ill ,041111C singing the S011g
ly. - 1 here’s too much history our
kids will never k how about," he said.
Bradley Said legislators could
rernove IlloS1 objections by simply
(hanging the word -riarkey." Wilder
disagreed. Ill /1111g language in the second verse of the song.
In that verse, Bland or
About
dying and Once again seeing -massa
and :limis on that bright and golden %hole
"MN grandmother was %old And
Separated ittIttl Illy grandf
t Ind
they had two children," Wild, iod.
"You mean to tell me my grantlf itor
would he singing these
unreal."

Medical journal endorses medical use of marijuana
it( SI ON (AP)
the New
I- ngland 11111r11.41 Of Medi( Ine has
LOMC OUt In ’,IVO( tif allowing tfoktOr%
to prescribe marijuana frir medical
purposes, calling the threat of government sanctions "misguided, heavyhanded and IllilUnlatle.’
"Whatever their ITASIOIN, federal
ills ials Ate out of step with the pubis
1hr [mime It, KassIfer. the
JoUrnal s etiltOr, wrote in All editorial
in Thursday’s issue. The journal is
one of the world’s most preStIgIOUS
medical publications.
After voters in Arizona and
California passed propositions letting doctors prescribe pot fin medical uses, Attorney General Janet
Reno said doctors who do this could
lose their presc ription-writing privileges, be excluded from Medicare
and Medicaid and even be prosecuted.
Some doctors believe marijuana

Join Catholic Campus Ministry
for Sunday Mass

Beta Theta Pi to hold rush

1 Li. lii will have a brown bag lunch on

Capsized craziness

RI(IIIMON1 ), Va. (A1’) -- With
lyrics glorifying slavers- and words like
"darkey" and "old inassa,- Virginia’s
state song survived s, hool desegrega111,11 and the el, lion of the nation’s
first black governor.
It’s an anthem blacks and many
whites find so offensive that it has not
been sung at an official state function
in more than two decades, but it has
defied legislative efforts to replace it
every year since 1981i.
This year. a black I krnocrat and a
white Republican are asking fellow
lawmakers ill the state General
Assembly to retire "( .arry Me Back to
Old Virginia" while recognizing its
place in Virginia’s history.
’’(’in a white wonian here, and I’m
embarrassed," said Melissa !Jarrell.
27, of Richmond. ’’I hat song had its
day. This is not it
On Tuesday, the Senate
garbercd in the same Capnol where the
Confederate Congress met - voted
24-15 to designate "( :any Me Back"
AA state song emerito% artd direct a
study committee to come up with a
new slate song.
Nit senator spoke in favor of
retaining the lyrics Most of the senatOrS whit VOted against renting the
song wanted it dropped Immediately
and 1101 given emeritus status
Inc of the IS. Sen. Stephen H.
Martin, said he wanted A new official
song before renting the old one.
"Over my lifetime I’ve sung it
Many times. but I replaced the questionable lyrics with things like ’old

1111.11111.111..11

can relieve internal etc
in
glaucoma, control nausea in cancer
patients on chemotherapy And combat the severe weight loss seen in
All )!:i patients. However. ad nu 0 lin,’
non officials note that Olt 11 1.1Ses Of

marimatia have not lie, ri proved.
Kassiter said inatimana is safer
than (antic drUgS Used legally for WIlle
Of tile soffit(’ conditions, sin h as 1110r
1111111C

LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP) Stan -up costs will run about $29 million to convert Camarillo State
I lospital into California State
University Channel Islands, CSU
officials said.
Speaking to a campus development committee of the CSU board of
trustees on Tuesday, CSU Channel
Islands President J. Handel Evans
outlined steps needed for conversion
of the soon -to-be-closed hospital.
The plan stressed a need for private development, technology-based
academics and unequivocal community support. Preliminary plans put
start-up at about $29 million to get
classes on hospital grounds by next
year.
"It is well-known in the community that CSU will not do it alone,
cannot do it alone," Evans said.
-Without partnerships, this will not

reach fruition."
Chancellor Barry Munitz, emphasizing timing was the key, said
trustees must decide by May if they
wish to ask Gov. Pete Wilson to put
money for the school in the state budget. A final study on the campus is
due in April.
The initial report identified four
development phases totalling $172
million, but much of the funding
wouldn’t come from traditional state
sources. CSU officials will instead
look to leasing, private development
and bonds.
Sharing the 1 million -plus square
feet could be offices, homes, elderly
care, retail business, a conference center and educational services for local
industry, the plans said.
On Tuesday, the Ventura County
Board of Supervisors agreed on a 3-2
vote to negotiate with university offi-

cials to use part of the hospital
grounds for mentally ill people,
including those who are homeless.
State funds would pay to run the
16-bed locked facility and a 40 -bed
facility for homeless mentally ill people, said Steven Kaplan, director of
the county Behavioral Health
Department.
Ventura County has about 1,000
homeless people who could qualify,
Kaplan said.
But Evans said a lock-down facility "is not conducive to our mission,"
although he promised to meet with
county officials to discuss it.
Classes from the CSU Northridge
satellite center in Ventura could be
moved to the grounds for the 199899 school year. Conversion to
CSUCI would begin in 2000. By
2005, it would have 3,250 full-time
students.

President Salinas admits inattentiveness
MI -,X1( (1 (.11Y CAI’) - homer
President Carlos Salinas de Gonari
says in an interview published
Thuisclay that he should have paid
more attention to the fIllalleCS iii ilk
who is jailed on
brOther Ranul
charges ril !Horsier and corruption.
But he said the government’s ’,Nisi, LIlloll of ills 1/10111Ct IIAS Ire-enl
-twisted- by false, lolled or bought
evideme and said lie believes Raul is
at least inno, tilt ol murder,
he two pap, of text published
Its, 11 Nottr, ot Nionterrey and
It, li it ma of Niesirit,, ( itv IS tile set onti
of a Illler part writ-, on the only
S.11111.1% has granteXICIISIVC 1111e1
e in Decctnber
ed situ e It .11:111r,
1994.
It contains his most extensive
comments yet 011 Scandals that
%tallied II1N 3111111111111.1t1011.
WAS honored N111111WIlle when he lelt
()fin e and was tile I S 11.111,111 t .111t11 dal(’ 10 head IIn W., hi !rade
()twin/anon.

Ills reputation plunged with the
collapse of Mexico’s peso in late
December 1994, followed by the
arrest of Raul Salinas in I elnuary
1995 on charges of masterminding
the murder ol lose Francisco Ruiz
Massieu.
"1 ant convinced of the innocence
of my brother" in the murder. Salinas
said.
Ile noted that offs ials have not
prodtked .1 t011erellt 111011VC for the
September 1994 murder id the No. 2
man in the ruling Institutional
Revolutionary Paris’. Will, had been
divorced fri itt a sister of the Salinas’
brothers 21) V1.1.41% earlier.
Salinas noted that the murder case
has liec i plagued by alleged irregularities. including contradictory testinse
my. allegations A key witness was paid
and SUggeS111 /Ili 111,Ork IOM’S tried tO
LOCUC es’iill’ii ie tg.i111%1 the tinnier
president’s brother,
But he expressed surprise at tile
discovery Raul had amassed more

than $100 million under false names
in foreign bank accounts while sexy ing as a mid -ranking federal bureau cram.
Salinas blamed himself for ’’a lack
of greater attention on my part to the
behavior of my brother."
lie noted that news reports have
suggested 1(atil was trafficking in his
relationship with the president but
insisted that his government had
Ill’VCI taken any action that was
swayed by payments to Raul.
Sonic ot Raul’s business partners
won government contracts or bought
nit burr companies from the govern mein during Salinas’ administration.
Salinas insisted those sales were honest. open and had been audited,
Salinas left Mexico shortly after
Raul’s arrest and a squabble with his
Stitt CSSOr, President Ernesto Zedillo,
over who was to Idame for the economic collapse. Ile has been living in
Ireland.

Jesse Jackson’s father dies of heart attack
(Mt)
GRFI N51111., 5.1
Noah 140Imisim Sr., the father of the
Rev. Jesse jar kson, has died cif a heart
Attat k an the ap of MM.
Robinson dictl a law hours alter
Monday,
Imytt.illied
being
Or011er Parks
Greenville ( minty
Evans said today
Jut ks,int , the founder (il the
National Rainbow Coalition and
presidential (andidatc of 19M4 and
1988, said he will conduct the eulogy
fat his lather Sunday afternoon.
"It IN.1, .11W.IVS .111 Iuitniumt 111
Noah Robitison’s NMI." he S.I1,1. "I
will truss hon.lat ksitti didn’t learn until he WAS 5
or fr years old that the lather Inc was
living with was TIM ills IlarlItal father.
In a 1988 interview, he said the diskovery was mu:resting, but it WAS rout
I NU mats , Ins .111Se I WAS IleVer fatherless or an orphan."
SOME’ 1,1 his relatives weren’t so
sure, recalling childhood tall Ills
aimed at Jackson alsnit not having A

father.
"Being born out of wedlock bothered him disproportionately to the
way it did anyone else we grew up
with," said his half-brother, Noah
ROIMISOII Jr. "I lumiliation. That’s
the fuel that pushes Jesse."
Author Gill Sheehy, who wrote
about the 198H presidential candidates in "( :harm. ter: America’s Search

hir leadership," said Jackson told the
elder Robinson: "Just you watch. I’m
going to be more than you think I can
be."
Robinson, who was not married to
Jack.son’s mother, is survived by his
wife, Catherine, four sons, two stepsons and several grandchildren.
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If you took the test today, how would you score?

Come find out.
Call today to reserve your seat!

BEING BILINGUAL IS YOUR TICKET
TO SUCCESS. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT.
Interview with the world s top companies at the Pan -Asian Job Fair!
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ABL fans can see great play;
that i s, i f they can find tickets
ti my way to an American
Basketball League, a women’s
professional basketball league,
pint’ At the Event Center, I encountered two gentlemen holding an all
too familiar folded, brown, cardboard
sign.
We need tickeis.
Deceived by their appearance, I
thought I was attending a (tolden
State Warriors game at the Arena,
where despite the losing season, fans
still attend and scalpers still thrive.
My colleague, who was accompanying me to the game, said the men
must have been undercover police
officers waiting to catch an unsuspecting ticket holder looking to make an
illegal transaction.
I guess I was too naive. With the
increasing popularity of women’s basketball, I thought that they were legitimate despite what the media has said

0

the lack
of quality prc;
....s
sent in
r,iabout
women’s pros,. ,
tessional basketball.
The quail FROM......
THE STANDS IY of the
game must
not he that
bad. ’Elie mn
e nsked getting arrested
and braved the cold winter weather
for a courtside seat to history, the
inaugural season of the AIM.. With
the inception of this league, talented
women [sailers can now play at home
in front of their family and friends,
unlike the past when the players were
exiled to another country to participate in a sport they love to play.
In the past, fans have been
deprived from watching womencompete in professional basketball leagues
while skeptics argued that women’s
By

1)451(01)411 islet in competitive, the

game’s pace is slower on the fast
break, no one dunks, and that the
level of talent and ability of the players are inferior to their male counterparts.
However, from an ABE. game you
can expect no look passes, stolen
balls, cross t our! feeds, CrIllICII-time
free throws with seconds left on the
game clock, hail Mary threes, intense.
positioning in the post, bruised arms
and legs, scoop shots, the celebrations
of the winner and the defeated expres
slim of the loser
the Lasers on this
rught.
If this isn’t basketball, I don’t
know what is.
I don’t know if those guys ever
made it inside the game or not. I
hope they did, because if they didn’t,
they missed a FANtastic basketball
game.

.011101MitiPla
4.141111616411411 Iota
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Spartan Daily
PHOTO BY MAX BECHERER
Todd Dissly, MU men’s tennis team captain, focuses on playing a game during Wednesday’s practice. The
Spartans will be playing Fresno State University at 1 p.m., Sunday at Spartan Courts, which is located next to
Spartan Stadium on the South Campus.

Men’s tennis team
awaits WAC storm

13140TO By DAVE LUCHANSKY Spartan Daily
Olivier Saint-Jean reaches for a loose ball during the first half of the Spartans’ 87-74 loss to Hawari on Thursday. He left
the game with 12 minutes remaining in the second half with a pulled hamstring, yet managed to score 22 points.

Hohts is a transfer strident from Howard University.
Senior Mark Kyric and I3obb are the only newcomers to the squad.
After a winter of foul weather, San Jose State
*Flie Spartans dive into rough waters this season as
University’s men’s tennis team is anxthey enter the Western Athletic
ious for the clouds to pan and the sea- Mege02052MigWV,Maa’§4: Conference. SJSU’s schedule features
son to begin.
four of the ’lop 20 collegiate tennis
"With all the rain, we illSt want to
teams. They will be playing top
get out there and start," head coach
ranked schools such as Cal, UNLV,
John I hibbell said.
Fresno State and Stanford.
Elie Spartans stall their season
"We’re playing a lot of top
AgAIIISI SATIN1 Clara University at
schools, but it provides us with a lot
Couid
rtse in I cis G atos today. The
of good experience," Sellschop said.
team has its sights set on winning
One of the top ranked teams they
more games than last season, when it
will be playing is Fresno Stale, WhICI1
tallied only three victories.
last year was ranked 5111 in the
"We have a lot More depth than
SJSU faces the Bulldogs on
last year," senior Ryan Sellschop said.
Sunday afternoon at the South
"The 0%1111 a+ a whole should do bet
Campus tennis courts.
RI tills St Ai
"We’re going to be competitive,"
Sc 1Isshop, who transferred to SJSU
assistant coach Ernie Garcia said.
alter spending his freshman year at
Ryan Sellschop, "We have returning players and
US( . Is III his third year with the
SJSU tennis player Damii Robb should help us out this
Spartans.
season."
The team is opiiiiiistic because, of
This is Garcia’s first year as an
the eight team members, six are
assistant coach. Ile played for
returning from last year The team
I lubbell during the 1985-86 season. Today’s opener
will lie relying on semen, Steve Reilly, Todd Dissly will be played in Los Gatos, a neutral site.
Anti SelIce hop for key wis
n throughout the season.
"Santa Clara has always been our big rival,"
II tibbell said this year’s team is solid from top to Sells, hop said. "It’s always a close match, last year we
bottom.
lost hut it was real close."
"We are very strong in the lower part of our lineAfter Sunday’s game with From, !Male, the team
up than years before," he said.
will have a two-week rest Irefitre they face the
Also aele1110) 10 the strength of the lineup is sophoUnivicsity of San Francisco at home on Feb. 21.
Bob’s. A new addition to the team,
more
By Tricia Herrera
Spartan firstly Staff Wraer

Rainbows are pretty;
Spartans are not
By Mike Traphagen
Spartan Daily Senna. Writer

Ilawa. Rainbows guard Alika
Smith erupted in the see ond half and
his It).1111111.11t) Anthony < :atter scored 21
poinis
hem the SIMI Men’S basket on
",t Thursday
AI 110 1’ St.111
the spatiaiis (9 8, 1-6)
SJSU
trailed hy live. points in the
Sct oil half after .1 dunk by
Salm lean,
lorwaid

HAWAI I

loll

I1.1++.11

1 1.1

answered will, Iwo ’,wipers
from forward
Ambrozich and
guard Anthony
arier. Smith then
aided two e onsee ’Hive three-pointers
to take a 5i I’) lead with 15:40 rea111.1111111g 111
"Ii was definitely .4 big lilt for us "
said t :atter of Smith’s three point
shooting "If he’s feeling it, then ht.’s
going to shoo’ ii It’s just iny role to find
ion the Iasi break and hope he keeps
I

WST
Registration
Deadline:
Jan. 31,1997
Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Feb. 22, 1997

making the shots."
SPARTAN STATS
Spartans coach Stan Morrison said
PG A
FT A Nib A To Pr Mn TP
SJSU
his team could not ret over from
,
l2
Smith’s shooting front beyond he are. /11111,..
fi
1
1 0 1 O
3.1
0-0
18 6
"(Smith) hit those twin e onsee wive kisses
1-3
Hite
0-2 0 7 0 1
32
2
three-pointers and that opened a big
4-6 3 4 4 0
28 10
Owner
3-6
gap for them," Morrison said. "Then Campbell-Hat 2-6
cso 0 0 1 4 9 6
they just
Hie
Wilams
5-10
3-4 2 3 7 2
24 13
2-4
0-2 1 0 0 2
7 4
IlelinTle .1 1.00111 drill for I wary
taylm
0-0 2 2 1
4
2-4
22 4
"
Kavanagh
1
0 O
74 themSaint
0-0
0-0 1
! 0
len
a
stored 18 Toiras
3044
1411 n 22 13 16 200 24
first hall points, but a set
87 ond
hall hamstring pull in Naafi
FGA
FTA Rob A To Pr Min TP
Ills right leg eamed lion to Kinegan
3-6
32 9
3-4 5 4 5 4
23 7
embrotch
2-3
3-3 6 1
3 2
leave. the game willi I.’ 40 &Indian
441
0-0 10 0 4 3
28 8
remaining. lie finished with .Y points. Srnith
6-11
44 2 3 3 3
32 20
"It wits spasming after lic gam e a nd Cagle
34 21
10-13
1-2 3 7 3 2
Cum/
2-4
1-2 3 5 0 0
22 5
he Was in some real pain, but he’ll
Robinson
5-6
3.4 4 1
2 3
17 13
bounce back," Morrison said.
Anderson
0-0
0-0 0 0 0 0
0 0
When asked whether Saint len
a will urlong
2-3
0.1
1
0 7 1
12 4
play in Saturday’s p.AITIC agaiSinst SA Total
3444
1540 31 21 21 IS 200 67
37 SO 117
Diego State, Morrison said, ’lint ount Naval
Son Joss Salo
33 41 14
ing ott it."
F13% SJSO 469, tai 630 FT% - S1511 545,11H 1503I le added Hawn) had inure
’a q:ode S.IS114.1t 3641Sant-Jean 1-1 Addison 14 Hite
speed than the Spartans have played.
01 Chanel 0-I Campbell Hail 2-4)US 4./ 5711Smilli 4-71

Gymnasts set sights on season, regionals
Coate,v, Alinstedt and Law
look to use record-setting
season as a springboard

12-me:miser It..1111
Cold 111,
th.iii
has in Ica,’ seasons.
\X’alkei team has already

\X’alker said. "And
only ++ ay
is 11
+ .in entire leant clhirt

retIlltICti 11’0111 Its III,’

,irisS.I
ASS. I ’’ins,,
Nledeiros, Danielle
Wasko. ointenay ole, Katie I
loatia
No kl KOC11. 1 Allika Byrd Edin
Edina l’reble
’ruble
and no in I led&
Alinstedt. I aw and( oates part’, ipated ii
the NI AA Regionals in April
1 996 I his year
thus hope to 1101 IIII1S’ 111.1111% lot legionals, but
to place higher in the Meet than they did last
yt).11’
\X’alker hopes that her team, t latently
ranked No
in the region will make it to the
western regional competition this year, which is

Si,

1.1111C111,1 .1r.1111,t

and

XII 1
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111,1’1

hi,tc.iin
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By Jana Benhattri

18

higher than
Olt di List 11..11",
COATES
.111t1 111111)1 1/CSI III SISI Sot ililtil
0
gV111010 1ss 111,/11’.
lilltigCtly out,
t’s1 first in kith til the
first
CA111111.10’
AlllIslt lit
AIAICS
first in 011c 01 the ISS0

A sign on the wall of lackie Walker’s office
simply states, "Winning isn’t everything. lint
I,
lv lici I 4r Ii year
11,01 LoAlh 01 the -’nut
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TODAY
00

Women’s gymnastics
v Sacramento State
Spartan Gym, 7:30 p.m.

is

z
1

0.4
tO

505 East San Carlos
( CI 11i

22,

111011111,01,1

I

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

.
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central

"We have a lot
more depth
than last year.
The team as a
whole should
do better this
year."

6

mil:

to reach therug
AIMSI.Cdr,

1 AN

ii. the nip seven reams. Oregon, Nevada,
Idaho. I lawari and Washington join California
in the western region.
"I’m really excited," said freshman gymnast
Koep. "The whole team Is working really hard
hoping to make it to the regionals."
’Fhe gymnasts make full use of their practice
session in order to realize their goal of making it
Iii the top SCNICTI
"After a rye ord +ening 1996, and the girls
starting out the was. they did this year, the sky’s
the limit." assistant
.runtley said.
When asked it the team effort will pay off
and whether they will indeed make it, Walker
ce
smiled and replied prophetically, "I

SATURDAY
Women’s swimming at Fresno
Baseball v. Pacific
Municipal Stadium, I p.m.
Softball Alumni Game
SJSU Field, 1 p.m.
Men’s basketball V. SOSU
Event Center, 7.30 p.m.
Women’s basketball at SCISU
Men’s gymnastics at UCSB

SUNDAY
Baseball at Pacific
Men’s tennis v. Fresno State
Spartan Courts, 1 p.m.
Softball at California
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no debut, products m
sentose adrertlied below nor Is
Mere any duerentse rolled The
coltsrns of the Sperten
Day consist of pod advereekeg
ord ollednes me not approved or
waled by the newspaper.

JOBSI JOBS!
The Stirdent Union has seve,ei
Part-time Positions avaiiabie
these areas:
*Aquatic Center
’Bowling Center
’ Box Office
Maintenance/Operations
’Sound/Lighting/Events
’Sport Club
EMPLOYMENT
Come in & check our job listings!
Applications available on 3rd floor
TUTOR FOR A DISABLED CHILD. in the Student Unon Admrn Office.
Tue 8, Thur. afternoon Flex hrs.
ei/ training, Mrs Chen 945-9945. CATERING AND DINING SERVICE
employees needed for on-campus
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR DOsitions. Morning & lunch shifts
FT & PT Kearns avaii in busy whole avail. For Catering call 924-1753.
foods restaurant. All shrfts avali, her For Dining Services call 924-1859.
hrs. $7.5058/hr to start. Must be Please leave a message to
18+ years. Call 7339446, ask for schedule an interview.
Warm. Jule or Viler.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
CHILDCARE NEEDED fir 6 y
Gotoen State Is, a reading
in my Sunnyvale home. EA: 2:30 sportswear distributor, seeks a
9:30pm, Thur: 12:30.9:30pm. Warehouse Team Player. Position
Experience required 7739722
available immediately.
Pull orders
COPY OPERATOR-HI. Speed &
Stock inventory
Color. Some Bindery work. Expen
Unload trucks
ence preferred, but will train. Full
Assist willcall customers
or part-time/evenings. Must be
*Work 20 hrs/wk in afternoon
reliable, organized, detail orrent.
Monday Friday
ed, enjoy fast paced environment
$7.00 per hour
and have "Team Player" attitude. Work for a company that truly
Fax resume to 408.277-0706 or appreciates its staff. Apply in
apply in person at AnzaGraphrx, person between 8am art:15:30pm.
2 N. Market St. (downtown San Golden Staters
Jose). 408-277-0700
2110 Zenker Road
San Jose, CA 95131
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
At the corner of Charcot & Zenker
Seeking teachers and subs for in the back row of buildings.
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school $1000’s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
schedule. Early morning or after- Time. At Home. Toll Free 1-800218noon positions available. F/T 9000 ext 1-2236 for Listings.
employment available during
summer break. This is a great Job YOU NEED A JOB WITH A FUlUtEl
to gain experience. Units in ECE. We will train you for a full time
Rec, Psych. Soc. or Ed required. position with our nation-wide firm.
CALL 4083743200 x21.
We otter:
*Weekly Pay Incentives
The rising cost of an educadon Monthly Bonuses
got you DOWN??!
Compentive Wages
WELL. GET A JOB!!
’Group-rate Health Care
’THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY ’Complete Management Training
is now hiring for part-time You must be career minded.
positions, both evening & days (That’s All) Call 408345.3936.
are available. We have several
positions in the following areas’
PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
*Food Server . 21 8. older please.
+
tips.
hr.
Teachers/Aides
FT/PT.
$4.75
’Bus Staff 18 & older please.
ECE or Experience Preferred.
FOE. Call 370-0357.
$4.75 hr. + tips.
’ Host/Hostess 16 & over please,
pay vanes based on experience. COUNSELOR- MIDDLE SCHOOL
Paid intern. $7/hr. M.Th. 2,5
WE WILL TRAIN
Excellent experience, innovative
No experience needed.
pilot. Call Anna for information at
APPLY IN PERSON
at 51 N. San Pedro, San Jose. 408-287-4170 ext. 251.
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo
-seeks energetic
base+ corn. Corp
COMPUTER INTERN. CPA firm people for management. Start
now. 629-1241.
needs top studentComputer
or Accounting major with strong
computer skills (Windows 95,
spreadsheet, graphics, scanning
on-line services) graduate ’98 or
later. Duties: Assist Wei oomputer
admininstration &troubleshooting.
assist with automated Mal balance/
workpaper program. 1020 hrs/wk
flexible. 510513N. Call Jrn Perisho
or Kathy Baler at 4084532828.
POSTAL JOBS
Up to $1529N plus benefits.
415 3348377 24 hrs

PHONE: 924-3277

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25 00/hr salary + t ps
Students needed ri
immediate
area. Fufl-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968.9933.
International Bartenders School.

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS PT & FT.
Healthy HS Grad witr clean DMV.
939W. San Carlos St S1.971-7557.

NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID?
Wrihng to work hexibie hours and
make great money? American
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY Radio is expanding. and needs
seeking customer service repre- you now! Don’t wait. call Kristi at
sentatives. FT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary (4081995-5905.
bonus. Will train. Call David H.
408441-8600.
ALASKA SUMMER DAPLOYMENT
Fish.ng industry. Learn now
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
students can find high paying jobs
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
while experiencing Alaska’s
Deliver from best St restaurants. adventure! For information: 1-800Flexible hours. Great for Students! 276-0654 ext. A60416. (We are a
Need own car.
research & publishing company).
Call Dine IN @998.3463 now.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
ECE STUDENTS: Looking for a for egg donation. Desperate Asian
part-time Job that won’t conflict couples need your help to conceive.
with your class schedule? Join the Can you help? Ages 21-29.
teaching team at Our NAEYC non-smoker, heathy & iesponstke.
accredited child care center at $3.000 stipend ac menses pad.
Good Sam Hospital! We need Other ettnotes also needed. Reese
subs & FT/PT closing staff (until call WWFC 1-510-820.9495.
6:45pm) Min. 12 ECE units;
experience required. Salary range: TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
59.00.510.30 per hour. FAX sell discount subcriptions to Bay
resume 408.559-2619 or call Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible firs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
40E35542453.
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Promotions 494-0200.
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR PIT
Top Pay with Many Benefrts!
elem. schools. Start in Jan. No
Call or apply n pram, NionSun 7-7. degree req., work around college
4C8-286-5880. 555 D lirenian Awe. sched. Oppty for teaching exp.
fl 405287-4170 ed 408. TOE/ME
Between San Carts ancl Parirmca,
Wind the Cad ad Party Store. Si

FAX: 924-3282

FOR RENT

OPPORTUNITIES

COMPUTERS ETC,

1 BR APT FOR 1 PERSON $695.
2 persons $800. Clean, quiet.
sober & financially responsible
required. 553 SO. 6th St. call
William 403292-1890.

WHITEWATER RAFTING Guide
Schools: 3/22-28; 5/12-18.
$650. Learn the skills to become
a professional river guide.
Call for info. Manah Wilderness
1510-233-2303,

REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave. NH
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph: (800)800-5115
FAX: (415)306-1120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE 8. Classic
MAC Hsi, ci, cx
POWER MACS
5200. 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
Inlyet & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

1 BORN. 5TH & REED, 1 person,
no pets $700/mo $500 sec
dry Prkng. Utri. paid. 259-7040.

TUTORING
TUTOR AVAILABLE-Grad, student
evadable to tutor Math, Physics.
Chemistry & Computer So. All years,
hex pensive. Sea 408985-9192.

21I)RIA APAR11434T-$900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
14081 295-6893.

ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentraled H.S. Teacher.
Call 1408)978-8034.

SERVICES

WRITING I.P. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports.
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. EMell.
ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS..
products on the information
Superhighway! Reach over 60+
million for pennies a day. FREE
DETAILS! 1-80084496390232,
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
&it:11W. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is lust a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing.
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.sclplue.eom
Regular e-mail: acienetcom.com
Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 52160505...ask for Daniel.

LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE.
SHARED HOUSING TUTOR FOR HIGH SCHOOL 1/2 block from 7th St parking
student. M. thru Th. for 2 hrs. garage. Small clean & affordable,
EVERGREEN AREA, $400/mo. 253-8175, evenings after 9.
Call pager 9482844 for rates and
availability. Se habla espanol.
$200 deposit & 1/3 utilities. Cali
408-2231692 or 408238-2626.
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
HEALTH & BEAUTY
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
ELECTROLYSIS
CUNIC.
Astrological.
Metaphysical,
DMUL
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Meditation Classes,
Specialist. Confidential.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
EUROPE $239
Your own probe or disposable.
Call (408)978-8034.
Within USA $79-$129.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
2477486.
Everywhere! airhrtchenetcom.com
wwe.isicom.fr/airhitch/
MEN & WOMEN
415-834-9192
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
SPORTS/THRILLS or using chemicals. Let us perm&
nentN remove your unwanted hair.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Back Chest . Lip- Bikini- Chin There is nothing compared to
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
ANNOUNCEMENTS
S EARN EXTRA CASH $
the
exhilaration
experienced
by
receive 15% discount. First appt.
up to $120/week!
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97. ACROSS
ATTENTION MATT AVERY, I met
Become a Sperm Donor.
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SO1 YEE)
Freefall,
Turbine
Aircraft.
Hair Today Gone TOITIORCM, 621 E.
wkrxt
Jan
17
20
on
past
1 Ballroom dance
Healthy males. 19-34 years old. you this
Univ. St udent s/Gr ads/Faculty the ski trip in Reno. I regret that I SJSU student owned & operated. Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
6 Big party
(406) 379-3500.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Contact California Cryobank it stay ntou:nw/ you. ’,lease can
10 Fine steed
@ME
FARM@ MINGIUM
1.510-634-7575.
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm. me 9097869695. Jot Badey Lt
14 Hunter
f- U 13
LIGIONM 0111131213
constellation
WORD PROCESSING
ISIBOOMMOIACI 01401130
CRUISE &LANDTOUR Employment
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
15 Mine, to
Work in exotic locations, meet fun
Only $57.00 per year.
VOLUNTEERS
mademoiselle
HIGIEJ 1113IBM
111111110M
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Save 3066- 60%
people. AND get paid! For industry
To District
C101:11201111M MCILIO
Information, call Cruise EmployARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL Science & English paperer.mirstre
on your dental needs.
17 Anwar 1301111111k1 12101101CICIM
relationship? Have you ever been our specialty. lar--..-crprinting.
ment Services: 1-800-276-4948
For info call 1 BOO 655.3225.
18 Alps and
WMUM MOMM MOWN
in one? Researcher seeks people APA. Tulatrarrind other formats.
ext. C60418. (We are a research
Rockies
MMM MMOMMOM MMM
all ethnic backgrounds, straight, ...6-cucines, editing, graphics 20 Yale grad
& publishing company).
or gay for study. Ple ests.--z-a"9- and other services available on 21 Crime -show
FOR SALE
1111111M11 MOMS! MUNRO
408235.0600. fig.:, vie’ ’info.
either WordPerfect or Word.
initials
0101111CHBM 1313101111111
Masterson’s Word Processing. 23 J.R.’s town
SNAKE LOVERS! 2 Red Tailed
Certain advertisements in
101P1131B CIOIIIIIMINU
Call Paul cr Virginia 408-2510449.
Boa’s need good home. Tank
miginia
ilium@
cam
24 "The Switch- -"
these columns may refer the
and accessories included. $100
INSURANCE
Hank Ballard
reader to specific telephone
012121C10111:11Bill
1:11311110110
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
o.b.o. for all. For more info call
song
number or addr
for
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term 25 Smoke
AUTO INSURANCE
IIHNIMIIIIII 13GICIMPI RIMIll
408-4360306.
additional Information.
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
Campus Insurance Service
26 Healthful
Classified readers should be
MMDOU MMMMM MOO
Reamer, Al Formats, Specializing
Special Student Programs
30 Uses a beeper
iiiyikiri-ii+6..s,iiii..e.
reminded that, when making
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar/
Serving SJSU for 20 years
AUTOS FOR SALE
34 Savor
these further contacts, they
Exp
Punctuation/
Editing.
24+
yrs
"Great
Rates
for
Good
Drivers"
James
28 Rock ’n oil
Singer
35
should require complete
DOWN
WP 5.1/HPLasy. PAM’S
"Good Rates for Non-Good Crrvers"
SEIZED CARS from $175.
classic
Information before sending
37 Attorney’s field
1 Many -petaled
PROFESSIONALIACRD
FROCESSING,
SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS
Porsches,
Cadillacs,
Chevys,
38 Helper
29 --- maid
money for goods or services.
flower
247-2681, 8arn43pm,
BMW’s, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, "Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
31 The earth
39 Go in
In addition, readers should
2 Russian river
4WD’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1CALL TODAY 2965270
32 Bird of prey
41 Ruler of Venice
carefully Investigate all firms
3 Longish skirt
FREE QUOTE
800-218-9000 ext. A-2236 for
33 Like sugar
42 Pressure unit
offering employment listings
4 Snake
NO
HASSLE
current listings.
36 Cease-hres
abbr.
arcoupons for discount
5 Giant red star
ADVERTISE]
NO OBUGATION
40 Meshes
43 Alberta tribe
vacations or merchandise.
6 Furniture
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDSI
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
41 Humid
44 in good repair
material
43 Walk noisily
46 Real bargain
7 "Famous"
45 Ice Capades
48 Athletic
cookie maker
members
contest
8 Old French coin
47 Shrewdness
50 - and robbers
9 Certain Indian
49 Sports
native
52 Harvest
complexes
53 Undertake
10 Flowering shrub
51 Cycle
11 Muddy the
56 Exam
FOR NnrioNAL / AGENCY RATES CALL
53 Hi9hest point
waters
57 Vote in favor
54 Glided
60 Get strict
12 Visitor to Siam
55 Overfeed
13 Mrs Truman
62 Wed secretly
Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
56 Stick
19
Bay
64 Tiny insect
57 Baseball’s
Buccaneers
65 Song in an
Berra
luxurious
22 More
opera
58 Fencer’s
24 What George
66 Bright star in
weapon
couldn’t tell
14 -Across
59 Peddle
25 Give a party for
67 Eve’s
61 Type of natura
26 Encloses in
garden
resource
paper
68 Lowe limbs
63 Sass
27 Bank lob
69 Harangue

, ,’,1,

Da i Iy

fl.,

CROSSWOIZI)

408-924-3277

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

CASHIERS NEEDED @ remodeled
gas station. Full or part-time.
Evening or weekend available.
Please call 295-3964.

JUUUJLILJLILIJLIJLIJIJJJLILIUJLILILLILILILIilLi
JULIJLIJULIULILIJUIJUJULLILILILIEJLILILILIULILI

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
TEACHER - PT state preschool
11:30-3:30. Quality program. 1
blk from SJSU. Spanish speaking
a+. Call Karyn 279-0858.
TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
iic. dropin play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. learn teach
environment Benefits avail. Apply in
person at KldsPark:
Near Oakridge Mall, 281-8880
5440 Thornwood Dr., S.1
Near Valley Fair. 985-2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. SJ
At the HUB. 510-792-9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at 281-8880.

LIJLILLIJULILIJULEJLAULILILILIJLILIJJULILILIJLI
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Two
One
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$7
$9
$5
4 lines
$10
$11
$6
$11
5 lines
$7
$9
6 lines
$10
$12
$8
$1 for each additional line

Please check
one classification:

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$18

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Adams,
Apoadei

CoNliStaal
Mono

Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jcse, CA 95192-0149
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bent& I-fall, Room 209
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publicabon
All ads are prepaid IN No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
In QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Anncuncements’
Lost and Found"
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportundes

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty
Spons/Thnlis’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng’
Word Processing
Scholarships

111111
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all:
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III
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II
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San Jose Matt

MERE
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Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a3 line ad for 3days. Ads must be placed in person
in DB H 209. between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost 8. Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

$1000’s POEM READING BOOKS
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 ext R.2236 for

I
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11 11
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Simpkins
continued from page 1
gat
’the couple helped revive the
Spartan Marching Band in the 1970s
and spearheaded the rebuilding
efforts of the Sloss landing Marine
laboratories. Moreover, they have
given equipment to the Nutrition &
Food Science Department.
Mrs. Simpkins earned an A.B. in
home economics and marketing in

1946. Mr. Simpkins himself, who
earned his baccalaureate degree in
physics from SJSU in 1948, had been
honored by the school twice. Both
have received the 1 ower Award, the
university’s highest award, and honorary degrees by the (SL’ system.
Mrs. Simpkins’ involvement with
the center began when she served as
president of the Kappa Kappa
Gamma House Corp. She established
the house for the sorority’s local chap-

ter and worked with the national
sorority and a local architect to build
the 25,000 -square -foot house in
1964. When the Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority relinquished its
charter at San Jose State University,
the facility became a halfway house.
The halfway house later went
bankrupt. The Simpkins seized the
opportunity to obtain the building
for use by the university in June of
1978, having seen an example of an

international house on television.
The couple traveled to Alabama to
view the operating procedures of that
When they returned, the Simpkins
began renovating the house and buying new beds and bedding. They
opened its doors in September to 40
students.
Since then, the center has been
housing students from all over the
world.

Rays for a day

State

University

SPARTAN DAILY

Pugno
continued from page 1
to explore specific needs and subject
matter, tie connects with other dealers wired to the same database.
He said 75 percent of his business
is through the database and he may
put it on the Internet.
"You can’t compete with Barnes
and Noble," he explained. His reason
for focusing on special needs is to
provide what Barnes and Noble doesn’t.
In addition to out -of-print publications, Stage Stop Books has a book
collection of Native American and
Western Americana. Pugno started
gathering Western American books
when he lived in Murphys. Calif.,
before moving to Willow Glen.
"Books are an extension of being
an educator," said the former SJSU
professor.
Joyce Link, owner of Lincoln
Avenue Books located south of Stage
Stop Books, doesn’t feel any competi-

tion.
"People collect books and the one
thing about bookstores is that it’s better to have more than less," Link said.
"They get lots of business that way."
Willow Glen Business and
Professionals Association helps businesses in the Willow Glen area and
Stage Stop Books was no exception.
"It certainly complements the
other bookstores," said association
manager Mary McLane. "It has its
own niche.
"I hope it brings new customers
who are interested in those rare, outof-print books. And the store may
introduce new people who haven’t
been to the area before," she said.
Before the new bookstore venture. Pugno taught secondary and
comparative education at SJSU from
1957 until his retirement in 1989.
"Books provide a stimulus for education," he said. "Part of education is
to provide a library for people."

Nightingale
continued from page 1

PHOTO BY BRENNA JENNISON
Environmental studies senior Kevin O’Kelley takes advantage of the sunshine before the next storm rolls in this weekend.

Spartan Daily

SJSU’s nurse-managed care centers.
The school of nursing anticipated
this shift from hospital to homebased care back in 1978 when it
opened up its first nurse-managed
center. Receiving three substantial
grants, the school has expanded its
operation to include 12 locations that
provide service throughout the area.
By being one of the first to utilize

the Nightingale Tracker in a community-care setting, instructors believe
students will be more skilled in using
computers for learning, accessing
information and data management.
"I think if this technology catches
on and more nursing centers begin
using the Nightingale Tracker, the
student’s experiences will be beneficial making them highly competitive
in the job market," Cohen said.

Students have access to many religious groups
By Kimberly Lemke
Spartan Dusty Staff Writer

More than 225 religious cienotninations exist in the United States
hick’. Students on this campus have
lo Mint’ orgatO/Ations from
Iii usc
whi..11 they May learn about nr.iicir
religious organi/ations
I he hpiscopal Church in this
..,iintry is he
h of the
woildwide Anglican ,1 hutch ol
ngland) communion. %%loch Isegan
in I
when the I nglish nuinarch,
lather than the litsliiiii ccl Itorne In
Pop, a was icorriiiited
head Of
tilt
cliii
ii CAI Ili
I ills
Church
iclius totally on Ike traditional lump.
in its voirship. Mu it is clistincove iii

leaving undefined the nature of the
(.:ornmunion bread and wine, regarded as a spiritual mystery. It acknowledges no central authority, although
hishiips are an important symbol of
unity Aesthetic in orientation, it
Mew potates theology into liturgy and
relics the five physical senses. Its clergy are priests who have the authority
of the cilia, (is hierarchy.
"Our Loth is like a threc-legged
stool. I hie leg is tlic i i,icluiciiis il the
church. one leg is lliiulcc,iI scripture
and its impoitance and the third leg is
reasoning. Without all three ot these
legs present. the church cannot stand
on its own.- said the Rev. Anna
lange-Soto, Associate ( haplain of
I .anterbury
the
piscopal

Community of San Jose.
’(he United Methodist Church
began as a movement within the
Church of England. Methodism
expanded between 1738 and 1790
under the leadership of John and
Charles Wesley. The direct action of
the Holy Spirit infused the formal
liturgy of the church. Although
Methodism remains history -minded
and respectful of liturgy, it typically
has been concerned with ministering
to the poor and disadvantaged,
expressing its laith in compassion tor
the human condition. Strong in the
U.S. from its int eption in I -84, its
membership brings it close to being
the national chinch
"We are a church that is focused

Unity
continued from page 1
1.111 ;cash mu to oil,/ is."
said.
I lie sers c-, which lasted SO MintileS, eillphASI/ed
ilia! believers Iron’ all t. 1111,11.in dellotilinallons %honld
lovi one atiollter
I lit Itililt mak( s Many icterences tic loving our
neighbors. strangers and non believers." said the Rev.
’cciii I afire Solo, assos laic L111,13111 loi the
1
( anterbury igninianitt Wc also hate to
ic iiicInber that we must los, others of similar
1.11111, in i lie sante way."
I angt Soto said: "( hir denominations have worked
on divisions tor the last fev, thousand Years. NoW
time to work on togetherness

Many of the attendees also echoed the same sentiMents
Ii ccv RiVas, psy, hology Major, said the service was
ahotit !making ground in neW areas of his spiritual lute’.
Interpersonal faith has a lot 10 do with togetherness.
II students support each other, it makes uk .1 kg easier,"
Rivas said.
After the message. the worshipers exchanged blessings. sung a hymn and continued the fellowship with
one another.
John Wilhelmsson, philosophy graduate student,
said. "Wholeness and healing is wham this service Was all
Ab01.11. In general. a greater wholeness among (1hristians
is a goal for us. It is the ’US -against -them’ philosophy we
are trying to change."

Ramadan
continued from page 1
has,
mini Allah
11111 se csorked and done your
I

lips

bcsi
I hi le air live oinpolieliti. that
Make op k..roailari I list is the belief’
in the wis i, ’s -I
then there are
the five dads joasets (before sunrise.
noon, afternoon. dusk and night),
, hai is’. the lasting and the pilgrimage
I here are two things the Ntuslints
sunnah, whit Ic contains Ihe
tradition%
01
the
prophet
Muhammad, and Korai’, which is the
word of God.
"These things run 1,L11 lives I Like
gilidalite &DM these. Doting lasting.
I feel thirsty but I feel more spiritual
and uplifted Whit h give, Me More
energy," said Islam.
The evening began with a group
prayer led by Abdullah. lIne congregation took off their shoes and
chanted, kneeled and bowed to their
leader on A large white sheet. I his
Was 10110Wed IW a huge meal which
included the traditional Mod of dates
and milk.
yoke about how
Muslim students cc tic, come to the
United States retilril Iiitnie as better
Muslims because tines- were able to

meet with one another in an opell
etiVirorintent.
Ihe N1 SA should have a vision.
We should be A tiler& V to humanity,"
Abdullah said.
.Ihree goals ot the Islamic, faith
were stressed by Aliclullah. lire first
objective is to Understand Islam
before calling others to it. then this
needs to be applied to their own lives.
and finally they need to propagate
this message and share it with others.
Nim N. I ushms Were Also present an
ille event. Freshman eomputer science Maim tieickiah Conley said. -I
came to see the speaker to hear what
he has to sav. Islam is interesting. I
studs. all cligions and put together all
I’ve learned to form me own beliefs."
Abdullah was an inspiration to
some students. "Atier listening to his
speech. I feel that I’m not fulfilling all
of nw &g in as a Muslim. Ile motivated MC to wink on that," said business finance graduate
Khalid
Ailicittra,
Wall Rahmanid. president of
NASA, said. "It’s good to have someone who knows more about the MSA
than I do. You don’t want to lose
focus on what the MSA is Ihr: to give
people the right version of Islam."

more on counseling and less on doctrine. For us some things aren’t set in
stone... God gave us a thinking mind
so that we can consider current issues
with the church’s guidance," said the
Rev. Sherron Courneen, Pastor at St.
Paul’s United Methodist Church.
The Catholic church basically
points to the entire Christian tradition but is defined more specifically
by whom it identifies as a church
authority. Solid and unchangeable
are accurate descriptions of the
Catholic church, which identifies the
Pope as the head successor of the
apostles, identified as such through
generations of ceremonies where
authority was passed down.
"The word Catholic means ’universal and that’s what we try to be.
We recognize that Christ is central,
the Bible is the word of God and we
try to live compassionate, selfless
lives. We don’t always succeed in this
but we try our best," said Fr. Dave
Mercer. Chaplain of the Catholic
Campus Ministry at San Jose State
University.
SItidents interested in attending a
religious organization’s activities may
contact the Student Activities Office
at 924-5950 ii, find out whether the
religious organization they are interested in learning more about has a
chapter on -campus.
(Some information provided by
"Ilandbook of Denominations in the
United States," Mead & Shaw,
Abingdon Press, 1990.)
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Rev. Dick Roe (right) of SJSU’s Episcopal Canterbury Community gives a
warm hug to junior Tony Rivas during a service for Christian Unity at the campus chapel Thursday. The service was held to bring a sense of unity between
various Christian denominations.
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Public toilets don’t normally
inspire visions of beauty, that is
unless you are talking to San los,
city officials anti downtown mei
chants. They consider par toilets a
veritable vision of splendor
Margaret 1 amistea, assistant I..
San lose ( ’ouric ihrian David
Pandori. said Pandori is a strong
supporter of the [midi, pay toilet
project hir downtown San Jose.
"These toilets are an amenity
any Mang clOWntoWn nerds to
Attract patrons." said Miguel
Salinas. spokesman for the San Jose
Downtown Association. He said
that
businesses
such
AS
Woolworth’s, Calle lucco, Casa
(’astillo and others Iota ted on First.
Second and Santa Clara streets
would benefit from the toilets.
"We want them desperately,"
said Janice Karp with R&J Jewelry
& Loan located on South First
Street.
Business owners in the area arc
tired of non-custoniers using their
testrooms. Karp believes these peo-

"These toilets are an amenity any
major downtown needs to attract
patrons"
Miguel Salinas, S.J. Downtown Association
plc, who include the homeless, are a
distraction and nuisance Mr her
business.
Possible locations along the light
rail line include Plaza dc Cesar
Chavez, fountain Alley and Saint
James Park.
The toilets, which originated in
trance, are installed in many U.S.
cities, including San Francisco. ’The
Lott of’ the toilets range from
1 0(1,0(X) to $150,000. They are
sturdy, well -lighted, wheelchair
accessible and elegant, said Francois
Nion, senior vice president of J.(:.
Decant., a company that manufactures pay public toilets.
The toilets also provide instructions in seven languages and Braille.
It costs 25 cents to use the San
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It could soon pay to pee
By Lauri,
spartun

You At

Franc is, ii tic i(tries. After each use.
thc hide’ system takes 55 seconds to
clean itself automatically, readying
the stall for the nest user.
According to testimony at past
San Jose ( :ity :mined meetings, the
toilets are self-cleaning. Hie need to
hire manual labor is usually minimal, thus lowering maintenance
costs.
Downtown San Jose’s few public
toilets are plastic, portable and perceived As unpleasant.
In San Francisco, the toilets were
installed in exchange for 90 advertising kiosks.
A proposal to do something similar in San lose fell through.
last year, the San lose officials
put out proposals to install elegant

toilets it no cost to the public. San
Jose lost its two bidders, J.C.
Decaux and Gannett/Wall City
Design, because they didn’t think
they could make enough money
from the advertising on the kiosks.
"In San lose it was a question of
money," Nion said. The company
receives all its revenue through the
advertising or leasing of the toilets.
"1 he price to do the advertising
Was too high," Tamisica said. She
said San lose does not have the
tame high advertising demographics as San Francisco and would not
be able to sell enough ads to pay for
the toilets.
"I hecity has put out a new
request for proposals to lease or purchase the facilities," said Susan
Aizurni, assistant landscape artist
for the city of San JOSC. The toilets
would likely be paid for through
taxpayer money and redevelopment
funds.
According to Katy Jensen, senior
landscape artist for the city of San
Jose, city officials and merchants
would like to install six toilets initially, with plans for 12 more to be
installed later.
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